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(Editors Note: Even though the following paper is not strictly
literary, this discussion of murals is a timely topic in Hispanic
Arts and Letters.)
The Visual Language of Chicago's Latino Mural
Art is the most direct complete
manifestation there is of
experience as experience.
John Dewey
Man's icons and iconography are as old and as enigmatic as
man himself. Since the first paintings by prehistoric man in the
caves of Altamira, Spain, and Lascaux, France (15,000 to 10,000
B.C.), wall painting has been ambiguous; it has expressed the
abstract and the universal, the concrete and the particular. It
is a record of man's quest to find harmony through the powerful
iconography of art; it mirrors his attempt to integrate two
different levels of experience -- the physical environment
surrounding him and his inner spiritual world.
Murals are a dynamic form of expression among minority
communities in Chicago; they address these two levels of
experience, both the physical and the spiritual. The
contemporary mural movement began in Chicago in 1967 when William
Walker, a professional artist from Birmingham, Alabama, joined
South Side residents to paint The Wall of Respect at 43rd and
Langley Streets. 1 This mural, followed by several others,
ignited a revival of mural painting among Chicago artists. Since
the late sixties and early seventies, this art from has
flourished throughout the city but it is particularly within
Chicago's Latino neighborhoods that mural painting has become a
vital means of expression in community life.
What is the function of these murals in this cultural
setting and what is the story which they tell? How can this
curious puzzle of visual images, vivid colors, bold designs, and
in some cases written messages be deciphered? These murals are
products of an intricate web of forces, some political and
sociological, others cultural and psychological. Our thesis is
that Hispanic murals embody the minority experience in an urban
environment with a culturally specific visual language. The
images in the murals often present landscapes from the homeland,
make specific historical references or portray narrative scenes
based on cultural myths. Within these murals is presented an
iconography which portrays the ambivalent and ambiguous reality
of ethnic groups in a new culture which may be foreign, or even
openly hostile, and which is by turns bewildering and enticing.
That these murals defend culture and rebel against oppression is
obvious even to the casual observer. At this initial level of
interpretation, they protest against the perceived superiority of
Anglo America and against abuse and discrimination; conveying a
profound sense of outrage and indignation, they become an
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instrument in the struggle for justice and a better life. Yet
this immediate, even stereotypical, function of murals -- defense
and validation of culture -- is by no means their sole purpose·.
Just as crucial to the role of murals in society, as a form of
urban folkart, is their use as a conciliator of cultures. Murals
become a didactic mechanism for reconciling a subculture with the
larger world; they seek to generate new psychological and
behavioral patterns which will enable members of a subculture to
adjust to a strange, and possibly overwhelming, environment, and
to forge new bonds of cooperation and friendship between
cultures.
In his article, "The Four Functions of Folklore," 2 William
Bascom describes the relationship between folklore and culture.
He specifies four functions assigned to folklore ina society: 1)
it mirrors culture; 2) it validates the worth of a culture in the
face of a hostile environment; 3) it instills values and teaches
history; and 4) it maintains conformity to accepted standards of
behavior. These four functions may be subsumed under the general
rubric of "defense and validation of julture." By widening the
term "folklore" to include "folkart," these four functions
articulate the purpose of murals as reinforcers of ethnic
culture. To these functions we would add two others, equally
essential: 5) folkart reconciles opposing cultures; and 6)
folkart generates new bi-cultural patterns of behavior and brings
about a more harmonious conciliation of divergent cultures.
These last two functions may in turn be subsumed under the
category "conciliation and adaptation."
These two broad functions -- defense/validation and
reconciliation/adaptation -- find expression in an iconography or
visual code. For our purposes, we may define "code" as a system
of signs which serves a communicative function within a specific
cultural text. 4 Like other codes, whether verbal or non-verbal,
the mural codes consists of subsystems -- form, meaning, and
context -- which operate as subordinate codes within the larger
whole. To extend the linguistic metaphor further, we may first
speak of the individual images or morphemes of the murals, like
Benito Juarez' face, a flag or map of the group's homeland, or a
clenched fist. Apart from their iconographic form, these
individual images carry meaning; they operate as a semantic unit
which is the message expressed visually, such as pride in
heritage and tradition, nationalistic spirit, or protest.
Finally we m~y speak of context or the pragmatics of practical
application.~ These latter subsystem -- the pragmatics of usage
-- consists of the concrete, albeit tacit, rules which goven the
application of form and meaning in a specific context.
All three subsystems -- the morphemic, the semantic and the
pragmatic -- operate within the large code in an interlocking and
complementary fashion. Meaning in a code, whether linguistic or
material, is assigned relationally; individual signs only acquire
meaning in relation to the other signs in the system. Some
common images which appear in Chicago's Hispanic murals are the
tropical island, the Aztec eagle, or the brown hand clasping the
white, and these do retain some vestige of an archetypical
undersntading. The tropical paradise can be interpreted as
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earthly paradise, the eagle as king of birds, the clasped hands
as brotherhood. But they can only be fully elucidated within the
framework of their immediate cultural setting. Because they are
culturally specific and grounded in the institutions, history,
and values of a group, they are properly decoded through cultural
familiarity. Thus, the tropical island is much more than earthly
paradise -- it represents the yearned for, and idealized, vision
of home in an unfamiliar world; the eagle, from the perspective
of Aztec thought, is the risen sun incarnate, life force of the
universe; while the inter-racial hands symbolize the unity of
Chicago's racially and ethnically divided neighborhoods. To
decode a mural is to articulate at once the relationship of a
particular sign to its context, both the concrete environment in
which it occurs and the culture to which it implicitly refers.
Many of the signs in this mural code are commonly known and
instantly recognizable by the cultural initiate. Some are drawn
from a group's indigenous past, such as Quetzalcoatl, chief among
Mesa-American deities, god of life and benefactor of mankind, the
Aztec eagle which has metamorphosized into the geometric symbol
for the United Farm Workers, or the cogui and the flamboyan tree,
national icons for Puerto Rico. Another category of easily
recognizable signs are historical figures and heroes. One of the
most widely used is Benito Juarez, father of La Reforma, Zapotec
Indian and symbol of Mexican pride and political integrity;
another which frequently appears is Che Guevara, either by
himself or together with other revolutionary leaders such as
Sandino.
Although many signs are easily recognizable, others having
acquired fresh secondary or peripheral meanings, are specific to
their context and must be reinterpreted by the mural code. An
example of this type of mural combining traditional and
contextual iconography is found at the corner of Washtenaw and
Milwaukee Avenues on Chicago's northwest side, in a predominantly
Puerto Rican neighborhood. This is a community which has been
afflicted for many years with the ills of underemployment,
poverty, and gang violence. Only within the last ten years have
community leaders emerged to solidify this group as a powerful
ethnic block within city politics. But this process of
unification is by no means easy. The community is torn by
conflict: ethnic (Puerto Rican, Mexican, Polish, Black, Yuppi);
economic (underclass, working class and middle class); political
(old-line versus reform); cultural (traditional versus
assimilated); and generational (old versus young, immigrant
versus native born). This mural, which we entitle "Youth in
Decision," 6 dramatically synthesizes these conflicts.
In the center a youth is pitted against two worlds: life
and death. To his left is the seductive underworld of drugs,
alcohol, dissipation and death; to his right beckons education,
family, employment, and a productive life. But this youth is
unable to make a decision, his head swirling in confusion and
indecision. He confronts the viewer with a full-face portrait,
Which is superimposed over a succession of other views, threequarters and full profile, in a style reminiscent of a timedelayed photograph. His person is archetypical within the
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context of Chicago's northwest side: he represents the
qui ntaessential Latino youth who is considering leaving schoo l.
Roberto Clemente, the public high school in this neighborhood ,has a drop-out rate of over 70 %, one of the highest in the city ,
and the mural protagonist could easily be part of this figure .
Dropping out of school is one of the most endemic and serious
problems which unleashes in each individual the hopeless and
imprisoning cycle of unemployment, gang membership and violence.
The appearance of this youth -- his facial features, his hai r
style and his dress -- is modelled on the typical image of
adolescents in this neighborhood. In fact, the Latino adolescent
as a pictorial icon has been incorporated into the mural code and
appears frequently in other murals.
· Another image which has been raised to the status of mural
icon is Chicago's unique and unmistakable skyline, specifically
the profiles of the John Hancock Building and the Sears Tower.
Further, it is an image which requires knowledge of the pragmatic
component for complete understanding. To someone unfamiliar with
the city, this horizon of buildings has no meaning other than
that of "metropolis." Only to the contextual initiate does this
icon become what it truly is: the city of Chicago, and the
setting which has given birth to this problem and in which the
downward spiral of undereducation, unemployment and hopelessness
is played out. The sky line defines the parameters of the mu ral,
both compositionally and thematically. Not only does it frame
the place of conflict, but, by delimiting the spatial perspective
o f the picture, it links the mural's two opposing halves, e v il to
the left, good to the right. The eye is leq from one side t o the
o t her by the horizontal movement of the skyline. Below the line
of buildings and between the two halves are the waters of Lake
Michigan, over which is projected the indecisive youth. At the
simplest iconographic level, the water continues the reference to
Chicago's geographical location but at a deeper level, it
isolates the youth from the two realms of conflict and reinforces
his dilemma. Frozen between two worlds, he is attracted to both
and unable to act.
The iconography in this mural is subtly layered: it begins
wi th conventional images having real-world, stereotypical
referents that are easily read by any member of the wider
culture; it then moves through strata of increasing artistic
complexity, both in terms of construction and perception. At
this level, icons are perceived only semi-consciously, generating
an emotional resonance in the viewer in which chords of response
are amplified in ever widening circles of meaning. In the most
complex interpretation, the mural's images are transformed into a
self-referential code. Its message speaks less to the
relationship between life and art, than to the relationship
between this art object and the artistic tradition.
The conventional images in the mural have nearly universal
application. Within most Western cultures, the bottle refers to
drunkness, dissipation, and waste, as do the drug paraphernalia
in the pusher's hand (syringe, razor blade, mirror, pills and a
joint). Toilets are the depository of human waste, and this
generic meaning of "toilet''. is used to form a visual pun. The
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artist, by transforming metaphorical meaning ("going down the
drain") into literal image suggests that the drug addict is being
flushed down the drain as a result of his aimless life.
conventional images used on the positive side refer to education
as the basis for a constructive life. Included are: school books
(math, English and Spanish textbooks), a diploma and mortarboard,
and the graduate in his robes. These images imply that the path
to success is through education and reinforce the oft repeated
message that education shoud be "back to basics."
Less obvious but equally crucial to understanding the mural
are the various icons marking the passage of time. The graduate
is wearing a watch prominently displayed on his wrist; the
tombstones, located in the upper left-hand corner and resting
along the bottom of the mural, recall the inevitable end of the
drug addict and the short life that is squandered. The contrast
between the good and bad sides is reinforced by the alternating
cycle of day and night. Next to the evil side is depicted a
twilight sky; on the other side day is breaking. The potential
dropout is facing the endless night of drugs and dissipation
while the potential graduate enters the dawn of a new day. A
constructive life path must be the result of an ongoing process
of change and decision through time. The figure of the drop-out
himself plays on this notion of movement through time. The
artists have chosen to depict the confusion of our hero by
condensing the duration of his agony over time. The simultaneity
of facial views is analagous to the medieval tradition which
compresses a story into a succession of scenes painted within a
single picture, thus condensing a historical event into one
scene. Echoing the indecision demonstrated by his head movement,
his hands gesture, palm upwards, with arms slightly bent. His
posture, recognizable to any viewer from this culture, is the
classic shrug of indecision and feigned indifference.
The religious icons require more specialized knowledge. In
the left section, the central figure is the devil in the guise of
drug pusher. He leers forward, extending drug paraphenalia in
his open palm and tempting the confused youth with the ephemeral
and dangerous euphoria of drugs and alcohol. Even though his
eyes are shadowed by the brim of his hat, his face is illuminated
by a lurid green light which highlights both the attraction and
repulsion of this life style. This is the devil in his active
modality. The grinning mask which dominates this side can be
read as the devil in his passive modality, presiding over these
images of self-destruction with perverse delight. Accompanying
the devil is the traditional instrument of temptation, the
snake. 7 Curling around the drug dealer's arm, it seems possessed
of a life of its own; it entices the potential victim towards the
forbidden drugs yet it simultaneously symbolizes death. The
victim is about to poison himself. As a counterpoint to the
devil is the madonna-like figure of the mother on the right. She
stands over the youth gently calling him to her and clasps a
large book in her arm. While this book refers to education and
the development of the intellect, it also suggests the more
Profound development of the soul. As a sign for the Bible, it
im~lies that this path of intellectual growth carries with it
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spiritual growth. Finally, our youth is positioned in a vaguely
Christ-like stance with his arms extended outward and his palms
open. As trite as it may seem, he is being crucified on the
cross of indecision.
The deepest layer of meaning refers to iconography as code.
Here, the mural becomes a comment, not on the social and
political reality of Chicago's Latino youth, but rather on the
nature and development of imagery in art -- the creation and
propagation of icons. In a sense, the subject of the mural is
the tradition of Western art itself. Several figures, floating
inside the alcohol bottles and trapped by their own addiction,
are reminiscent of a similar scene of decadence in "The Garden of
Delights" of Hieronymous Bosch (c. 1500), where figures of the
damned also disport themselves in pools of water. Yet the
fr~ntic gaiety of Bosch is replaced in this mural with quiet
desperation; the outstretched arms of the trapped figures here
suggest both a plea for salvation and the despair of resignation.
The hand of the graduate, reaching towards the youth in the
center harkens back to another painting of the Renaissance,
Michaelangelo's "The Creation of Adam" painted on the vault of
the Sistine Chapel (1508-1512). In both paintings, the hands are
treated similarly: Adam's hand, like the youth's, is inert,
while God's hand, like the graduate's, reaches outward in an
active pose, infusing life and energy into the creature to be
formed. In this way, the mural becomes a composite of layered
references or visual cliches to culture, society, and art.
Returning to the linguistic metaphor from which our thesis is
drawn, we can read the mural as a king of polifonia artistica, 8 a
polyphonic chorus of icon and meaning. Just as the novel is a
collection of heterogeneous voices from the past and the present,
fused into a single discourse, a mural juxtaposes a chorus of
images -- historical and contemporaneous, traditional and modern,
universal and contextual -- into one painting. Bakhtin says that
the novel " ... encarna el lenguaje coma un hecho social que
refleja la heterogeneidad ideol6gica de una sociedad y que, coma
tal, debe ser analizada sociol6gicamente ... Los lenguajes sociales
(dialectos, hist6ricos, sociales y geograficos, jergas
profesionales, lenguas de generaciones o grupos, el lenguaje de
la autoridad, el de la propaganda) se entrecruzan en la novela,
'dialogan' ... [Ell lenguage literario no es un sistema homogeneo,
es, par el contrario, un mi~rocosmos que refleja el macrocosmos
de la heteroglosia social."
The same can be said of a mural.
A written text to the right explains the intended message of
the mural: "No matter who you are, you will never do anything in
this world without courage. It is the greatest quality of the
mind next honor. It is good to dream, but it is better to dream
and work. Faith is mighty but action is mightier. To be
deserving is helpful but work and desire are final and failure
never fatal. It is courage that counts." This explicit message
is undercut in a curious way. The enticing iconography of the
evil side is somehow more compelling than placid iconography of
the good. While the mural purports to guide the viewer along the
path of education and to encourage him to choose a virtuous life,
this surface message is contravened by a fascination with the
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icons of evil. The interesting shapes, the vivid greens and
oranges, and the compositional variety of the icons themselves
powerfully draws the viewer into this, rather than the other,
side. A visual path is opened to the viewer by the extended hand
of the drug dealer who seems to invite us into the underworld.
By contrast, we are shut out of the good side. The figures on
the right turn away from us, focusing solely on the youth; we
are not invited into that world.
It is as though the iconography
on the left is a subtext which says "Hey you on the sidewalk!
C'mon in!" Through this ambivalence, a tension is created
between the written text to the right and the implied text of the
images. The mural differs from itself: its exterior meaning is
unraveled and deconstructed by deeper opposing meaning.lo
That these murals should be a polifonia artistica is
natural, considering the complexity of experience in urban
America. The immigrant's world is peopled with many voices. He
is confronted with his own singularity in the face of both his
new and original cultures. He must reconcile his personal
reality with his new environment. Before he can do so, however,
he must come to grips with his past self. Chicago's murals
vividly witness the struggle to impose an order and rationale on
this difficult and often painful process.
Julia Kurtz
Susan Dobinsky
University of Illinois at
Chicago
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J. E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack Sage
(New York: Philosophical Library, 1962), 272-277, discusses the
complexity of the snake as a visual and literary symbol.
8 This term is borrowed from the title of a critical study
on language by Graciela Reyes, Polifonia textual:
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Editorial Gredos, 1984).
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lO Barbara Johnson in The Critical Difference: Essays in
the Contemporary Rhetoric of Reading (Baltimore-London: The
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980) explores the use of
"difference" as a strategy in reading and writing literature.
In
the prologue, "Opening Remarks," ix-xii, she suggests that
understanding a work of art " ... proceeds by identify and
dismantling differences by means of others differences that
cannot be fully identified or dismantled. The starting point is
often a binary difference that is subsequently shown to be an
illusion created by the workings of differences much harder to
pin down ... The "deconstruction" of a binary opposition is ... an
attempt to follow the subtle, powerful effects of differences
already a t work within the illusion of a binary opposition."
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